
Full name of applicant

Exceeds Expectations Meets Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations

Essay addresses the prompt in a 

thoughtful way; response 

demonstrates depth                   

(5pts.)

Essay addresses the prompt 

adequately with moderate 

depth                                 (3pts.)

Essay does not address the prompt, or addresses the 

prompt very superficially                               (1pt.)            

Essay is very compelling  in 

terms of personal experience and 

how this will translate into life skills 

in regard to personal character, 

growth, reflection, and possibility                      

(5pts.)

Essay is moderately 

compelling  in terms of 

personal experience and how 

this will translate into life skills 

in regard to personal character, 

growth, reflection, and 

possibility                                   

(3pts.)

Essay is not compelling  in terms of personal 

experience and how this will translate into life skills in 

regard to personal character, growth, reflection, and  

possibility                                                                       (1pt.)

Essay is very well organized                             

(5pts.)

Essay is moderately 

organized                            (3pts.)

Essay is not well organized                               (1pt.)

Minimal to no errors in 

grammar/syntax                    (5pts.)

Moderate errors in 

grammar/syntax          (3pts.)

Consistent errors in grammar/syntax           (1pt.)

Points:

Exceeds Expectations Meets Expectations Does Not Meet Expectations

Essay addresses the prompt in a 

thoughtful way; response 

demonstrates depth              (5pts.)

Essay addresses the prompt 

adequately with moderate 

depth                                 (3pts.)

Essay does not address the prompt, or addresses the 

prompt very superficially                               (1pt.)            

Essay is very compelling  in 

terms of personal experience and 

how this will translate into life skills 

in regard to personal character, 

growth, reflection, and possibility                          

(5pts.)

Essay is moderately 

compelling  in terms of 

personal experience and how 

this will translate into life skills 

in regard to personal character, 

growth, reflection, and 

possibility                                 

(3pts.)

Essay is not compelling  in terms of personal 

experience and how this will translate into life skills in 

regard to personal character, growth, reflection, and  

possibility                                                                       (1pt.)

Essay is very well organized                             

(5pts.)

Essay is moderately 

organized                            (3pts.)

Essay is not well organized                               (1pt.)

Minimal to no errors in 

grammar/syntax                    (5pts.)

Moderate errors in 

grammar/syntax          (3pts.)

Consistent errors in grammar/syntax           (1pt.)

Points:

Points:

TOTAL POINTS

Randolph Field Education Foundation 
Scholarship Essay & Application Score Sheet

 2018-2019 Academic Year

Please address the following two prompts.  (500 total words or less, double spaced)

How has your education at Randolph prepared you for the next chapter of your life? 

Maximum Possible: 20 points    

NOTES                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The maximum possible points for any applicant is 80.

RFEF Board Mbr:  ________________________________________________________________________

Scholarship Essays 

Who or what department was instrumental in your success at Randolph High School?                                                                       
Provide examples/specifics 

Maximum Possible Essay Points - 40 

Maximum Possible Application Points - 40   


